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New Product from SANKYO

Fever Mobile Suit Gundam—LAST SHOOTING to be Unveiled

SANKYO Co., Ltd. announced today that it has completed development of pachinko machine Fever Mobile Suit
Gundam—LAST SHOOTING. This new product is scheduled to debut at pachinko parlors nationwide in spring 2016.

Third pachinko title of Mobile Suit Gundam
The long-awaited third pachinko title in collaboration with Mobile Suit Gundam, a phenomenal anime title first broadcasted
in 1979, will finally be released. Even after 35 years since its anime debut, Gundam exhibitions held in Osaka and Tokyo still
attracted hundreds of fans. Through activities such as releasing the latest anime series this year, Gundam continues to
evolve as enormous content while gaining fans from different generations.
New gaming performance
A novel, rich and huge gimmick is installed at the center of the board, effectively distinguishing the machine from its
predecessors. The synergy unleashed by the powerful combination of lighting and sound effects creates a mind-blowing
impact that surpasses the previous titles in the series.
In terms of visual presentation, a number of new Mobile Suits have been added to the roster. Combined with new
gameplay elements, the most epic Mobile Suit battle in the history of the series is about to unfold.
We are confident that this machine will deliver all the allure of this greatest pachinko title in Mobile Suit Gundam series.
Details will be announced on our special website below from January 2016 onward.
URL: http://www.sankyo-fever.co.jp/

This material is an English translation of Japanese announcement made on December 17, 2015. Although the Company intended to
faithfully translate the Japanese document into English, the accuracy and correctness of this translation are not guaranteed.

